
Love is, strangely, a difficult topic. We have several forms of love, among them
family, fellowship, intimate, and sacrificial godly. We love a parent differently than a
child differently than a brother or sister differently than a friend. And we love a lost
soul differently than a faithful fellow follower. Adding significantly to love’s mystery,
the scriptures tell us not only to love at all times, love God, and love neighbor, while
not loving money, but also that God is love. Love is an extraordinarily rich and subtle
scriptural construct.

Yet one broadly helpful way to think
about love in all this subtlety and gentle
confusion is that love expresses proper
alignment. Space and time present us
with unendingly various circumstances,
each requiring their own loving actions.
To love in one such circumstance may
well be to hate in another such
circumstance. Love isn’t, in other words,
a specific set of behaviors, for instance,

to always embrace, when embracing could be poisonous rather than loving, or to
always give, when giving could be disabling rather than loving. Love isn’t a sentiment,
to always feel mushy, just as love isn’t the absence of sentiment, to always act
dispassionately. Love is instead continually discerning what God asks of us that would
not just fit but through perfect alignment with his will transform the situation.

Thus, proper alignment fitting perfectly to the circumstance may be to give or take
away, to embrace or refrain from embracing. Love in its perfectly suited form may be
to sing with exuberant joy or turn silently inward listening. Love may be to climb
mountains to provide or open a needful hand for another’s charitable provision. Love
may be to judge discerningly or exude mercy. Loving can feel like sensing the Spirit
tipping love’s fine needle this way and that way or watching the Spirit hold love in
perfect balance between the poles that define it. Love can also feel like sensing the
Spirit immersing the whole spectrum of possible behaviors in a wild sea until love’s
true expectation washes up on the shore unexpectedly, transformed in new
possibilities. To act lovingly, align your will and desire with the Spirit, the very breath
of God.


